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Introduction. Let (Ω, <Λy μ) be a probability space, (5, Xy λ) a measure
space and E a Banach space. We consider constant-preserving contractive

projections of /^(Ω, <Jly μE) into itself. If E = R or E is a strictlyconvex
Banach space, then it is known (Ando [1], Douglas [2] and Landers and Rogge
[4]) that such operators coincide precisely with the conditional expectation oper-
ators. If E^L^Xy Sy λ), the author [5] proved that such operators which
are translation invariant coincide with the conditional expectation operators. In
this paper we deal with the case when E=L00(Xy Sy λ). If E=R2 with the norm

\\(X9 y)\\R2— \x I V \y\ , then such operators can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of two conditional expectation operators. On the other hand if E^L^
(X, Sy λ) and EφR2 with the norm ||(#, y)||jR2= \x\ V I y\ , then such operators
coincides with the conditional expectation given some σ-subalgebra.

1. Definitions and lemmas. Let (Ω, <JLy μ) be a probability space
and (X, Sy λ) a measure space. Let S+ = {K: K<=S and \(K)>0} and
L^Xy Sy λ) the class of essentially bounded measurable functions on (Xy Sy λ).
Let E=L00(Xy Sy λ), then E is a Banach space with the norm defined by H^IU—
esssup \a(x)\ for each a^L00(Xt St λ). Let L^Ω, <Jly μ, E) be the class of

*ejr

£-valued Bochner integrable functions on (Ω> Jl, μ) with the norm defined by

\\f\\i = \ for each ff=Ll(n,Jltμ>E).

For the definitions and properties of Bochner integral, see Hille and
Phillips [3].

DEFINITION 1. For a σ -subalgebra IB oΐ <Jl, a. function g is called the
conditional expectation of / given 9$ if g is weakly measurable with respect to
$y and

ί gdμ = ( fdμ for each
JB JB

where the integral is the Bochner integral. We denote by f^ the conditional
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expectation off given .$. We shall denote by R the class of real numbers. For
each 9?eiα(Ω, <A> μ, R) we define (φ ά)=φ(ω) z for each ω3Ω.

DEFINITION 2. Let P be a linear operator cf L^Ω, <Jί, μ, E) into itself. P
is said to be contractive if

ϊ , * , ^ and

P is constant-preserving if P(lQ a)=lQ a for each αe£" and P is called a projec-
tion if PoP=P, where 7Q is the characteristic function of £".

Lemma 1.1. For eachf^L^Ω,, <Λ, μ, E) the conditional expectation/ of
f given ίB exists uniquely up to almost every -where and the conditional expectation

operator ( ) is a constant-preserving contractive projection for each σ-subalgebra

ΛofJL.

For the proof see Schwartz [6].

By the definition of conditional expectation (φ a) = φ a for each

, JL9 μ, R) and

Lemma 1.2. If Q is a constant-preserving contractive projection of
, Jly μ, E) into itself, then for each ^el^Ω, Jl, μ, R) with 0<ίφ<Zl and

there exists a μ-null set N such that

\\a\\E-\\Q(φ^a)(ω)\\E=\\a-Q(φ^d)(ω}\\E for each ω^Sl-N .

For the proof see Miyadera [5].

Lemma 1.3. Let Q be a constant-preserving contractive projection of

?, μ, E) into itself. If, for each ^eL^Ω, <_^?, μ, R) and for each nonzero
element a of E, there exists ^/eL^Ω, <Jl> μy R) such that Q(φ a)=φ' a, then
there exists a σ-subalgebra £B of <JL such that Q(f) is the conditional expectation of

f given 31 for each /eL^Ω, <Jl, μ, E). In particular each constant-preserving
contractive projection of i^Ω, < ?̂, μ, R) into itself is the conditional expectation
given some σ-subalgebra.

For the proof see Miyadera [5].

Lemma 1.4. Let T&S+ and A^Jl. Then there exists a μ-null set N
such that for each

and

0£ρ&./Γ)(ω)./ΓSl (a.e.x.)

Proof. By Lemma 1.2 there exists a μ-null set N such that
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for each ωeίl— N, and hence for each ωeΩ— ΛΓ,

llβ(/x 'r)(»)ll^ι
and

ll/r-0(^ /r)(»)ll^ι.
Therefore by the definition of || ||£ we have for each ωGΩ— N9

/Γ)(ω)|^l (a.e.x)

and

θ5Sρ(/4./Γ)(ωHΓ<;l (a.e.x).

Lemma 1.5. Let A e JZ and T, T'eS+ and T Π T'=φ. Then

Q (a.e.x).

Proof. Since Q is constant-preserving and contractive,

=5

£ll

Similarly

Therefore we have proved that

and

Since

on
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and

we have

lτ) lT'dμ = Q (a.e.x).

Lemma 1.6. LetA^Jl and T e 5+. Suppose that there exists T',T"
such that T Π Γ"=φ αwrf T U T"=Ty then there exists a μ-nullset N such that
ζ)(/Λ /Γ)(ω) /Γc=0 (a.e.x)for each ω^Ω—N.

Proof. Since Q is constant-preserving and contractive,

£11 J (Ω(lA lτ) lτ»+l*Ίτ»)dμ\\M J (Q(lAΊτ)

= 1.

Here we also used Lemma 1.5 that

\Q(lAΊτ) lτ>dμ = Q

and

We have proved that

and

Therefore we have
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Since

= 1 (a.e.x) .

Similarly we can prove that

Therefore there exists a μ-unllset JV such that

Q(1A /Γ)(ω) /Γ/ u T" = 0 (a.e.x) .

2. A characterization of conditional expectation for £/00(JC)-valued
function

Theorem 1. If there exist pair wise disjoint elements Xlf X2 and X^ of S+

such that X± U X2 U X3=X, then a constant-preserving contractive projection Q of
ZΊ(Ω, Jl μ, E) into itself is a conditional expectation operator given some σ-sub-
algebra.

Proof. Let A^Jl and T(=S+ and TdX^ Then by Lemma 1.6 there

exists a μ-nullset N such that for each ωeΩ— N

(1) Q(lA lτ)(<o)Ίτ<=0 (a.e.x)

and

(2) e(̂  /r)(ω)./r« = 0 (a.e.x).

Since ^ is constant-preserving

( 3 ) Q(lAΊτ}+Q(lA"lt) = β(/o /τ) = Ό

Since £) is constant-preserving and contractive

Therefore there exists a μ-nullset JV' such that for each ωeΩ— N'

This together with (1), (2) and (3), implies that for each ωeΩ— (N \JN') there

exists a real number k(ω) such that 0(^ /ι )(ω)==^(c«>) ^r Obviously &( )e

j?, μ, R). Since £) is linear, k( ) is independent of the choice of T. Let
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E~{a: a^Έ, a(x)=0 for each x^Xϊ} (i=l, 2 and 3). Q is linear and
continuous, and hence for each φ^L^Ω, JL, μ, R) and a&Ei9 there exists
9/eL^Ω, Jiy μ, Ef) such that Q(φ ά)=φ' a. Therefore by Lemma 1.3 there

exists a σ-subalgebra Si of Jl such that Q(f)=f ®* for each /eL^Ω, < ?̂, μ, E{).

We shall prove that ̂ =^=^3. Let fie^. Then

= J

^ 5 ι
- J \

Hence /B(ω) = /B(ω)V(/β)^2(ω), which implies that /s(ω) = (/s)^2(ω). Since

\\(lB)^2\\L=\\lB\\Ly 1B=(1B)^2. Since 5 is an arbitrary element of ̂ , we have
proved that £B^ΆV Similarly we can prove that ^2C^3 and ̂ 3C^, which

imply that 1̂= ,̂ = ̂ 8. Write $=$2=$2=$3, then Q(f)=fΛ for each

!, μ, £).

3. A characterization of a constant-preserving contractive projec-
tion of for Λ2-valued functions. If there do not exist pairwise disjoint

element X19 X2 and X3 such that Xl U X2 U -Ya=^ and ι̂> -̂  and -X3^5+> then

Es^R2 with the norm ||(Λ , y)\\E= \ x\ V I y\ or £^jf? with the norm \\x\\E= \x\.
Douglas [2] showed that a constant-preserving contractive projection of /^(Ω, c-ί>
/^, R) into itself is a conditional expectation given some σ-subalgebra. Therefore
our next aim is to consider the case that E^R2 with the norm \\(x, y)\\ε=

\x\V\y\. Note that for each /eZ^Ω, Jl, μ, R2) there exist /^ΛeL^Ω, cjϊ,

,̂ Λ) such that /(ω)=(/i(ω), /2(ω)).

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that E=R2 and Q is a constant-preserving contrac-

tive projection of L^Ω, cjϊ, μ, E) into itself. If /eZ^Ω, Jl, μ, R) with
/(ω)^l (a.e. ω) and

Proof. By Lemma 1.2 there exists μ-nullsets ̂  and ΛΓ2 such that for
each

and for each ω^Ω— ̂ Va

11(1, -l)ILr-H0i(/, -/))(ω)IU- 11(1, -!)-
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Therefore we hv have for each ω^Ω— Nλ

l-(l/ι(ω)l V IΛ(ω)|) = Il-Λίω)! V |l-/2(ω)|

and for each ω^Ω—N2

l-(lA(»)l V |&(»)l) = |l-A(ω)| V I l+&(ω)|

and hence fι(ω)=f2(ω) for each α>eΩ— Nλ ^ndgl(ω)=—g2(ω) for each ωeΩ— N.2

Theorem 2. Let E=R2 with the norm \\(x, y)\\E= M V I J> I τhen Q is a

constant-preserving contractive projection if and only if there exist σ-subalgebras 3$
and C of Jl such that

Q((f, *)) = ( LMfίB+gίS+fc-gc), i/2(/^+r*+/-/c)) .
Proof. Suppose that Q is a constant-preserving contractive projection.

Then by Lemma 3.1 we can get two operators Q1 and Q2 of L^Ω, o?, μ, R) into
itself such that for each/eL^Ω, Jl, μ, R),

and Q((f, -/)) = (&(/), -QJJ)) .

Since Q is a constant-preserving contractive projection, Qλ and Q2 are constant-
preservnig contractive projections. Therefore by Lemma 1.3 there exist σ-
subalgebra <B and C such that

Ql = (.)8 and Q2 = ( )c.

Then

Q((f,g)) =

On the other hand let 3$ and £ be σ-subalgebras of Jl and

Since (•) and ( )^ are constant-preserving projections, Q is a constant-preserv-
ing projection. In the following we denote

and

{ω:/ί7-/<0} by {/^-/<0}, etc.

It holds that
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-f} i dμ

+

n {-gm { /+*=<>} n { -

n

Therefore Q is contractive.
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